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When you look at your oeuvre do you have subjects and themes that are con-
stantly to be found in your sculptures? 

„I definitely have recurring themes. The inner and outer form and the !dot study” 
which I don"t tire of keep turning up and have become quite popular with collectors. 
My work certainly has a mid-century feel to it. The commercial design of the late fif-
ties and sixties has always wowed me and I try to re-create that feeling.“ 
________________________________ 

Why is wood and plywood attracting you so much that you dedicated to carving 
and sculpturing in the late 1990ties? 

„Wood has fascinated me since I started carving it by chance in the late #90"s. I had 
found a space where I could spread out with my hobby at the time: stop motion clay 
animation. I"m self taught. For many years I worked part time in the restauration 
business to support my art. 
The tenant before me was a woodcarver who had left several good chunks of elm-
wood behind and after a few months I decided to try carving his leftovers. With new-
ly bought gouges and a mallet I started with absolutely no idea what I was doing. 
That was the end of my animation. Most woodtypes become beautiful once they have 
been sliced by a chisel or gouge. I like how different sorts have their own characteris-
tics and smells. Hardwoods have a lovely resistance and shine. They are so pleasing 
and tactile.“ 
_______________________________ 

Is there any relationship between your job you did before and the wood carving 
now?  

„For several years I was working incognito as a street artist in Copenhagen. The 
wood pieces I was putting up in public gained some interest and I ended up being 
commissioned to decorate large plywood fences. I did so with the same type of ply-
wood which led in turn to my concentration on this material.“ 



While carving, do the plywood and wood show you your limits ? 

„Solid wood has more limitations at the thin and delicate end of my carving spec-
trum. Plywood is incredibly strong and versatile due to the layers of the wood. It is 
not nearly as enjoyable to carve but is more immediate and physically easier work. 
Luckily I don"t often feel limited with the plywood.“ 
__________________________________ 

What is the vibe you like to transport in your work? 

„Groovy colours. It might look playful but I"m very serious about the colour palettes. 
The works have to give me a buzz once they"re done and some colours just work bet-
ter than others. I would really like to transfer that buzz to the viewer.“ 
__________________________________  

You’re an englishman in Copenhagen. How does this influence your aesthetic 
choices you maybe make consciouly or even subconsciously? 

„I moved to Copenhagen in 1992 and very quickly felt at home. The feeling of being 
foreign I lost long ago but I do still feel different. If this appears in my work, I"ve no 
idea. I do however love the cool clean lines of mid-century and earlier Danish design. 
Finn Juhl, Poul Kjærholm and Børge Mogensen created jems!“ 
__________________________________ 

Some of your sculptures are called „Fellas“. One could presume that you have a 
good relationship with them? 

„When I made the Small Fellas I was filled with joy and thought they were lovely. 
Yes, they almost felt like buddies. In general I am loving every piece I work on. 
Some of them I still think fondly of.“ 
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